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1. Introduction 
A boundary-value problem in ordinary differential equations differs from an initial-value problem in 
that it must satisfy conditions at two or more points. An n th order differential equation can have n 
conditions at one point or one condition at n points. In fluid mechanics and trajectory mechanics, ystems 
of second-order quations with conditions pecified at two points are often encountered. This paper will 
consider only systems of this form. 
The question of existence and uniqueness of solutions of the two-point boundary-value problem (a 
scalar D.E.) 
y"  +f ( t ,y ,y ' )=O,  w i thy(a)=Aandy(b)=B,  
where f is continuous and satisfies the uniform Lipschitz condition 
I f ( t ,  y,  y')  - f (  t, z, z') I ~< Kly  - z I + L ly ' -  z' I, 
(1) 
(2) 
has a very long history, starting with Picard in 1893. He established that (1) and (2) have a unique solution 
over all intervals [a, b] satisfying an inequality involving K and L. This inequality was later improved by 
Picard [6], Opial [7] and Coles and Sherman [1]. 
Consider (1) and (2) written as a system with imposed conditions. Then we have 
y~'(t) +f l ( t ,  ya(t),  y2(t) . . . . .  y . ( t ) ,  y~(t) ,  y~(t)  . . . . .  y ' ( t ) )  = 0 
y~' ( t )  + f2 ( t ,y l ( t ) ,y2( t )  . . . . .  y , ( t ) ,y~( t ) ,y~( t )  . . . . .  y~(t))  = 0 (3) 
y" ( t )  +f~( t ,y , ( t ) ,y2( t  ) . . . .  , yn( t ) ,y~( t ) ,y~( t )  . . . .  ,y~(t))  = 0 
y i (a )=Ai ,  y i (b )=B, ,  
or in vector notation 
y"  + f ( t ,  y, y')  = 0, with y = (yl ,  Y2 . . . . .  Y,)T, 
y(a)=A,  y (b )  =B.  
When I satisfies a Lipschitz condition it means that each component satisfies the following: 
If~( I, yl ,  Y2 . . . . .  Yi . . . . .  Yn, Y~ . . . . .  Y/ . . . . .  y~ ) - f~( t, y~, y 2 . . . . .  x, . . . . .  yn, y~ . . . . .  x; . . . . .  Y,')I 
<~ Kily, - x,I + L i l y / -  x~l, with Ki, L~ > 0, 
(4) 
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where (t, Yl, Y2 . . . . .  Yi . . . . .  Y,, Y~ . . . . .  Yi', . . . .  y') ,  (t, Yl, Y2 . . . . .  xi . . . . .  y,, y; . . . . .  x; . . . . .  y ' )  are elements of the 
domain off~ which is [a, b] × R z", 1 ~< i ~< n. Define the minimum Ki, L~ that will preserve the inequality as 
the Lipschitz constants off, .  Notice that this condition does not presuppose the existence of a solution y(t )  
of (3). 
2. Green's function for the system 
Now, in order to construct an iterative procedure, it is sufficient o use a Green's function to transform 
each equation of a homogeneous boundary-value system into an equivalent integral equation system. (For 
the definition and properties of Green's function, see [8].) Such a Green's function is 
(b -  t ) ( s -  a) 
--~_---~--- , a<~s<.t<~b, 
G(t ,  s) = (b - s ) ( t  - a) (5) 
b-  a , a <~ t <~ s <~ b. 
(This Green's function is for the operator _y,t.) Since zero-boundary conditions are rarely encountered, it 
is usually necessary to transform the system into one with zero-boundary conditions which satisfies the 
original Lipschitz condition. Such a transformation is 
aB-bA +(,4 -B ) t  
' r(t)  = 
a-b  
Clearly, Ti(a ) = A i and Ti(b ) = B i. Therefore, if y ( t )  is a solution of (3), then z ( t )= y ( t ) -  ¢(t) is a solution 
of 
z" + r ( t ,  z, z') = o, z (a )  = 0 = z(b) ,  (6) 
where 
Since 
•(t, z, z') - / ( t ,  z + , ( t ) ,  z' + ~'(t)).  
IF/( t . . . .  ,gi . . . . .  Zn . . . . .  g; . . . . .  "7'n' ) -E l ( t , ' . .  ,q i , ' . . ,g  . . . . . .  q" . . . . .  z',)l 
--= If,(t, ..,zi + .,~( t ) . . . . .  ~. + T,( t ) . . . . .  ~; + Tit(t) . . . . .  z', + ~o( t ) 
- f / ( t  . . . . .  qi + Ti(t) . . . . .  z,  + "r,(t),. . .  ,q" + Ti'(t) , . . .  ,z', + %(t)]  
<~ Ki[(zi + el(t)) - (qi + r i ( t ))[  + Lil(z" + Tit(t)) -(q~ + Tit(t)) I 
= Kilzi - qi[ + L i l z "  - q'[, 
this is exactly the same Lipschitz condition that each f ,  1 ~< i ~< n, must satisfy. 
First consider the system y,t +f ( t ,y )= O, y (a )=A,  y (b )=B.  Let S be the space of continuous 
functions on [a, b]. This linear space is complete with norm 
[[vl[= max {maxlv i ( t ) [  }. 
l<i<n [a,b] 
In the following theorems it will be necessary to obtain upper bounds for f fG( t , s )ds  and 
f~b[OG( t, s )/%t[ds. 
Lemma 2.1. 
f~o( t ,  slds < l (b - a) ~ and - f f  aa ( t ,  s) ds ~ ~(b - ~) .  
8t Ja 
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Proof .  
and 
t, b - t  [t. t -a  fb(b s)ds fa G(t ,s)ds = ~_a ja (s -  a)ds + ~-a  
= (b - t ) ( t -a )  2_t ( t -a l (b - t )  2 
2(b -  a) 2 (b -  a) 
(b -  t ) ( t -  a) (b -  a) 2 
= ~< 
2 8 
f b 3G(t ,s)  ds= 1 1 b ~t b_a fa t (S -a )ds+~_af t  (b -s )ds  
( t -a )2+(b- t )  2 b -a  
= <~ [] 
2(b-  a) 2 
Theorem 2.2. I f  the system y"+l ( t ,y )=O,  y (a )=A,  y (b )=B,  satisfies the 
b - a < (8/K)1/2, where K = max a <i~,K~, then a unique solution exists. 
Proof. First, the system must be transformed into a homogeneous system; it then becomes z" + F(t, z) = O, 
z(a) = 0 = z(b). With the right side of (5) as the operator in the following equation, an attempt is made to 
find sufficient conditions when it is contracting. Notice that the operator T defined by 
T(F)  = fbG(t ,  s)F(s,  z(s),  z'(s))ds 
is a linear mapping from S into S. 
ru i ( t ) -Tv i ( t )=  
= fba G(t, s)[F i (s  , u,(s), uz(s ) ..... u,(s) ..... u,(s)) - F~(s .... ,vi(s ) ..... %(s)]ds.  
Now, the Lipschitz condition is used to find 
IZu,( t ) - Tv,( t)l < f f  G( t, s)g,  lu,( s ) -v , (s) lds,  
IZu~( t) - To,(/) I ~< g, llu - vll f f  a (  t, s )ds. 
Since, by Lemma 2.1, 
~bG(t, s)ds <~ ( b -  a)2, 
therefore 
Lipschitz condition and 
LlZu - Zvll <~ Kllu - vll~(b - a) 2, K = max k i. 
l~i~n 
The mapping is contracting when 
K~(b-  a) 2 = a < 1 
or, if b - a < (8/K)  l/z, a unique solution exists, namely: y(t) = z(t) + ¢(t). [] 
Now, consider the system y" + ]( t, y; y')= O, y (a )=A,  y (b)=B.  This time, let S be the space of 
continuously differentiable functions. The space is complete with norm II v ll = max1 ~, < n {max ta.b] (KA vi (t) I 
+ LAv;(t)l) } 
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Theorem 2.3. I f  the system y" +fit,  y, y') = O, y( a ) = A, y( b ) = B, satisfies the Lipschitz condition and 
[~K(b-a )  2+½L(b-a) ]  <1, withK= max KiandL= max L i, 
then a unique solution exists. 
l ~< i <<.n 
Proof. The same transformation as in Theorem 2.2 shall be used; 
transformed into a new one with homogeneous boundary conditions 
x" + F(t, x, x') = O, x(a) = 0 = x(b). 
Now 
and 
l ~i~<n 
again, using ¢(t), the system is 
ITu,(t) - Tv,(t)l < f f  G(t, s)lf,(s, ul(s) ..... u,(s) ..... u,(s) ,  u~(s) ..... u',(s)) 
- f , (s,  vt(s ) ..... v,(s) ..... v(n), vi(s ) ..... vf,(s))lds 
~< G(t, s)(Kilui(s ) -v i (s ) l+ Lilu;(s ) -v'i(s)l)ds 
¢ Ilu - vHffa(t,  s)ds < ~(b - a)Zllu - vii 
d I _~Tu i ( t ) _dTv i ( t )  <~fa b 3G(t,s)at ]~(s, . . .  ,u'n(s))-f i(s ..... v~(s)))ds 
<-,,o 
Hence, by Lemma 2.1, 
] dd_tTu,(t)_~d Tvi(t)l<~½b_allu_vll ' 
which together imply 
IlZu - Tell ¢ [~K(b  - a )  2 + ½Z(b  - a)]  Ilu - vii, 
where K = max 1 <i<nKi, L = max I <i~,L~. Therefore, if 
[ IK (b -a )  2 +½L(b-a) ]  <1, 
the mapping T is contracting. Hence, a unique solution exists, namely: y(t)= x(t)+ ¢(t). [] 
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